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About This Content

The Official Soundtrack from "Dungeons and Geese" by Vladimir Mitin

Main Theme

Dark Basement

Distant Bell

Underground Piano

Rat Boss

Two Men under the Moon

Flight on the Blue Dildo

Geese on March

Ode to Matthew Delaney
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Uneasy Theme

Ball Theme

Riddles in the Bushes

Garden Theme

A Walk in the Garden

Abandoned Temple

Church Choir

Last Fight

Suffering Spirit

Des Dur

Оуе (Bonus Track)
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Title: Dungeons and Geese OST
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
The Bratans
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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This Game is awesome it have so many different gamemodes (Guards and Thieves,Team Death Match,Zombie
Rush,Faceless(Slenderman),Insta Gib,Soccer,VIP,CTF,...), i love the design and the originall Game idea in the gamemode
"Guard and Thieves" where the Guards defend some objects and the thieves try to steal one of them. But in the moment you
feel that this game is in Early Access because you can't change Weapons so you have to play with the basic Equipment which
the class offers. But i am looking forward that the developer add more Items and the New Singleplayer mode.

BUY IT!!
THE COMMUNITY MUST GROW!!. the game is so good and the gore is so good and but and lol
from robbie. A mildly entertaining arcade driving game.
As an arcade driving game its not bad - graphically its pretty enough and despite the occasional crash its playable as is providing
you have a controller. You do get a fair sense of speed while driving, but handling is, well, arcade like. Don't expect any sim-like
drifting and don't expect speeds between you and the AI to be in any way realistic. Its not.
The vast majority of driving will be full throttle and slide in the bends, the AI will not react to you in any way until you hit them
and while pushing them into an obstacle is possible, its very easy to just bounce off of them.
Get it on sale and only if you understand that this is an ARCADE driving game.. it was 1.99 when i bouht it on sell. This really
has a lot of potential to be a fun HOG but it is so buggy. I wish I had taken the reviews to heart before purchasing but the others
are right: many hidden objects require some intense pixel-hunting to find the exact right spot to click to get it to register. And
then I encountered the game-breaking bug at the asylum and couldn't progress further. Really a bummer because the art and
story were great.. Good for testing laptops!. I WANT A REFUND. This game is just not worth its price. If it was free to play it
would be fine but now its just way to short for this price.
+Small game, doesn't require a good pc
+Simple gameplay, you don't have to klik on help because everything is self-explaining
+I have never seen a game like this it looks really cool

-Way to high price
-The most \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 music ever
-highly annoying controls(NEVER hold down your right mouse en then move your mouse you won't be able to find your factory
again.)
-If you expected to find out thousends of items, im sorry to say your at the wrong place. This game has only about 30 items and
the recipe's make no sense at all. In the beginning you think its easy and if you just combine random items that you wel get
something out of it. WRONG. 90% of the recipe's(which almost isn't even possible with 30 items) is weird
as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and really confusing
. nice game, nice community, so much LOL while playing with other player

i really love ball game. Like Avengers Adventurers I somewhat cheated. Obviously there was a surprise update while I was Fac
Reseting my laptop because something happened to it. The gist is I got the Season Pass and got the Avengers Explorer pack with
that because it is exclusive to the Season Pass. Then Adventurers and Thunderbolts came out and I got them through the Season
Pass as well because they didn't show up as seperate DLC so bonus 10 characters through that. I have tested this game after the
latest update and can say I still have these DLC packs, so win.

Looking at price now I have to say that I kinda feel happy for myself and sorry for guys that now have to buy the DLC. Sadly it
is $2 NZ more that the Batman Beyond pack for Lego Batman 3 but that has three more characters so I do feel sorry for the
guys that need to pay. That said it is an OK DLC. Obviously no Spider-man or Deadpool because Marvel Studios don't have the
rights to Deadpool and when this game was being developed Spider-man was still up in the air for Marvel at the time, so stop
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing about no Spider-man or Deadpool. Honestly, there are mods if you are really cut-up
about it. But the characters are interesting to say the least. Is it worth $3.25NZ? Not really. Is it worth $1.25NZ? Yes. So a tad
overpriced yes but hey thats life. So get it if you want it
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Pretty awesome game! Never knew!. Nice artwork, good story, fun gameplay but pretty had in early game. Required so much
grinding but still fun to play. Reminds me of Tron's lightcycles, and I've always wanted a game based on that, so this is up my
alley. The bots are surprisingly tough, and the controls are tight enough to feel like you're in control but loose enough to require
a bit of skill to survive.

It'd be great to see some added features eventually since it's got a good foundation. I'd love to see online multiplayer, more
maps, music, different cycles that have different stats, story mode, weapons or other powerups, and so on, so here's hoping for
this to be successful and earn some updates!. Great combination of a word finding game and the popular Bejeweled game!

It plays with impressive, easy to use controls, and discovering words that work to meet each levels goals is a lot of fun!

The story adds in a nice touch, especially because it offers a nice touch of humor.

Here's my First Play and Impressions video I made for this game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dzP5ERMvCU

The global and friends high score lists for each level shows you how you stack up every level you complete is a very nice
included feature of this game.

My Score: 85% (Value 36/40; Fun 24/30; Controls and Bugs 20/20; Graphics and Sound: 5/10)

Definitely recommended to any of you who enjoy word making/finding games who might like a nice touch of a match 3 game
like Bejeweled mixed in.. Before reeding, please accepte that i have bad Englsih :)
90 hourse online and 300 offline game time.

Short: This game are taking the RTS in a new lvl and twist. Cause the game have made it massive and "smal" in the same time. I
feel the developer have made it realistic and smoth. And I feel like i have the countroll over whats happening while playing.

Long: I go after 6 thing i going to rank. GIGS-CO

Gameplay:
 I find it realy great. It is many thing that bring it easy to play, but in same time funny to countrol. One eks: can give many
comands; move fast, move, attack, spread, regroup, split. This is very importan when it comes to winning or losing. (You can
say witch direction thay gonne stay at if you are holding in left mouse butten).

The zoom out and in fuction are working so well, and so smoth. Thats make it easy to play and fun. The redring is being well
done. When both of this is working very well, It vil make the game play both funny and "easy".

Unit countrol is Good and Realistic. It is easy to control them when you have many ordes to control them with. And it realistic
cause of many resons, eks. tank. fuel, accrresy, experience, ammo, speed on road and off road, optic, range, camuflage.
All this are making the game realistic.

Tha combat system are very good. It is like in real life. Sitting in a tank. Does you see the enemy. shoot them or hold.
Units does have moral and experience. That make them better or worse.

This Game does also have a very good AI. I have played likly 50 RTS. And many of them is very sad story. Couse of a bad AI,
but a good game is ruind.
Score 6/6

Interface:
When you have played it a few hours. It will feel much better than the first hour. From my opinon, it was hard to know how
thing work and wich unti and unittype tag was hard to learn. But after a few hours game time, It was much more easy to "use".

The tutorial is easy to step 3. Inantry. From here a person must use his brain in a very diffrent way. It took my 12 hours of
skrimish and online to complete the last one.
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The interface is a little hard to "accept" new players. Witch making it hard and boring the first hours. But when you have gone
in to the system and gain some experience. Fun as *****. (sory for bad use of words :( ).
Score 4/6

Grafic:
The job is done well. Looking good on best grafic. The zoom in and out sn redring while playing is making the experience soo
good. The terreng is flat. (mostly for making the gameplay better and more fun). If you zoom close in. The detail is HUGE!
Everything from a soldier to a tank to houses, bringdes, houses, trees, grass and so on.
Score 6/6

System Requirements:
Find it a little high. Can be boring to have a bad Pc and playing and lagging so on... But for what of details and redring. I find it
well optimased.
Score 5/6

Campaign:
Find it funny, and both easy and hard. It is alot of fun while playing. Both part is fun playing and alot of experience that helps to
play online. I have read and fund out that people are complaining since it is a tima limmits on 20 min. I find it fine. Couse
playing one match against the AI in 90min. Than I have likly 20 match agan... It is a good move from my opinon.
4.5/6

Online:
Was funny to play, before the release of Red Dragon.
But I fund the multiplayer funny and "hard". It is a little problem here and there. (mostly caused by players). But online is like
offline = FUNNY! And the community, never try to join. Never going to either.
4/6

Total: 5/6 or 6/6
PS. Funny and challenging game!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cM-YAcDvjo. As much as I really want to support them
for getting Linux support in, the performance just isn't acceptable.
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